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• US equities were softer as recent data surprises have clouded the trajectory of US inflation

and the Fed’s interest rate hike.

• Core personal consumption expenditure (PCE) which is the Fed’s preferred inflation gauge

topped expectations by increasing 4.7% y-o-y.

• US Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) rose to 50.2 pointing to a recovery in business activity.

• The Fed is expected to stay data dependent as it closely monitors several more inflation and

labour indicators before its next policy meeting in March.

• MSCI Asia ex-Japan index closed 2.70% lower as US and China tension continue to take the

spotlight.

• Alleged concerns on data security has led Beijing to urge its state-owned firms to stop using

the Big 4 accounting firms and instead, hire local firms as alternatives.

• Tech giant, Alibaba’s corporate earnings were in line with expectations.

• The Asia USD credit space stayed soft in the past week with credit spreads widening as US

Treasury yields rallied

• Benchmark KLCI fell 1.40% as market reaction to Budget 2023 was mostly neutral.

• Our view is that newly-tabled budget is a pragmatic one that should restore confidence in

the long-run.

• The absence of any prosperity tax is a huge relief to the market that should augur well for

corporate earnings.

• With a commitment to remain fiscally disciplined as well as lower expected government

bond issuances, the local bond market should also react positively.
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Global Equities Softer on Tightening Fears

US equities stormed back with a vengeance at the start of 2023 following last year’s dismal performance. The

S&P 500 climbed 6.20% in January after a spate of ‘Goldilocks’ data showed US economic growth staying

resilient and at the same time inflationary pressures easing. The tech-heavy Nasdaq gauge similarly soared

10.70%.

This was supported by better-than-expected US 4Q’2022 GDP which fuelled optimism that the US would be able

to pull off a soft landing. Core personal consumption expenditures (PCE) which is the Fed’s preferred inflation

gauge also came below consensus which could give the Fed more latitude to ease up on rate hikes.

In Asia, the broader MSCI Asia ex-Japan climbed 8.20% lifted by tailwinds surrounding China’s reopening. The

MSCI China index closed up 12.30% in January as the country reopened its international borders for the first time

after 3 years of COVID closures. With massive pent-up demand waiting to be unleashed, we could see a could

strong uplift to growth as consumption returns.

Other notable gainers in the region include Korea and Taiwan with the KOSPI index up 8.40% and Taiwan’s

weighted index vaulting by 8.00% respectively. A reversal in the US dollar strength has also propped-up emerging

market as foreign fund flows return.

On the domestic front, it was a more muted start for the local market with the benchmark KLCI barely unchanged

at -0.60%. There was mild selling pressure seen across Bursa on the back of profit taking after the typical year

end window-dressing activities.

There was plenty of political intrigue as UMNO President Datuk Seri Zahid Hamidi maintained his grip on the

party’s reins and shored up his position. Any major change in the party’s top leadership especially that of the

president could have implications to the stability of the current unity government.

All eyes will be on Budget 2023 which is expected to be re-tabled on the February 24th in Parliament.

Expectations are that the country’s budget would not be significantly different. However, we could see more fiscal

measures to widen the country’s revenue base as well as the implementation of targeted subsidies.

On local fixed income, the 10-year MGS yield fell 24 bps to settle at 3.80%. In a surprise turn, Bank Negara

Malaysia (BNM) decided to maintain its Overnight Policy Rate (OPR) at 2.75%. According to BNM, this would

allow the central bank to assess the impact of past OPR adjustments towards the economy.

BNM has taken a stance that the current OPR remains well-adjusted for the country’s economic growth in light of

global recessionary headwinds. A lower inflation print could also have weighed on BNM’s decision to leave the

OPR unchanged. It was reported that Malaysia’s inflation numbers saw a dip in December 2022 at 3.80%

compared to 4.00% in November.

#GrowWithUs
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Our Suite of Offerings

Let AHAM Capital be your wealth partner.

We offer a range of Private Retirement Scheme (PRS) Funds that cater to different risk appetites and ages.

#GrowWithUs

Scan the QR code or click the link below to learn more

https://aham.com.my/get-in-touch/book-an-appointment

https://aham.com.my/get-in-touch/book-an-appointment
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Disclaimer: This article has been prepared by AHAM Asset Management Berhad (formerly known as Affin Hwang Asset Management

Berhad) (hereinafter referred to as “AHAM Capital”) specific for its use, a specific target audience, and for discussion purposes only. All

information contained within this presentation belongs to AHAM Capital and may not be copied, distributed or otherwise disseminated in

whole or in part without written consent of AHAM Capital. The information contained in this presentation may include, but is not limited to

opinions, analysis, forecasts, projections and expectations (collectively referred to as “Opinions”). Such information has been obtained from

various sources including those in the public domain, are merely expressions of belief. Although this presentation has been prepared on the

basis of information and/or Opinions that are believed to be correct at the time the presentation was prepared, AHAM Capital makes no

expressed or implied warranty as to the accuracy and completeness of any such information and/or Opinions. As with any forms of financial

products, the financial product mentioned herein (if any) carries with it various risks. Although attempts have been made to disclose all

possible risks involved, the financial product may still be subject to inherent risk that may arise beyond our reasonable contemplation. The

financial product may be wholly unsuited for you, if you are averse to the risk arising out of and/or in connection with the financial product.

AHAM Capital is not acting as an advisor or agent to any person to whom this presentation is directed. Such persons must make their own

independent assessments of the contents of this presentation, should not treat such content as advice relating to legal, accounting, taxation

or investment matters and should consult their own advisers. AHAM Capital and its affiliates may act as a principal and agent in any

transaction contemplated by this presentation, or any other transaction connected with any such transaction, and may as a result earn

brokerage, commission or other income. Nothing in this presentation is intended to be, or should be construed as an offer to buy or sell, or

invitation to subscribe for, any securities. Neither AHAM Capital nor any of its directors, employees or representatives are to have any liability

(including liability to any person by reason of negligence or negligent misstatement) from any statement, opinion, information or matter

(expressed or implied) arising out of, contained in or derived from or any omission from this presentation, except liability under statute that

cannot be excluded.

WARNING STATEMENT

A copy of the Disclosure Document and Product Highlights Sheet ("PHS") can be obtained at AHAM Asset Management Berhad's ("AHAM

Capital") sales offices or at www.aham.com.my. Investors are advised to read and understand the contents of AHAM PRS Conservative

Fund’s, AHAM PRS Growth Fund’s, AHAM PRS Moderate Fund’s, AHAM Aiiman PRS Shariah Conservative Fund’s, AHAM Aiiman PRS

Shariah Growth Fund’s, or AHAM Aiiman PRS Shariah Moderate Fund’s Disclosure Document dated 22 November 2022, and corresponding

PHS before investing. There are fees and charges involved when investing in the Fund. Investors are advised to consider and compare the

fees and charges as well of the risks carefully before investing. Investors should make their own assessment of the risks involved in

investing and should seek professional advice, where necessary. The price of units and distribution payable, if any, may go down as well as

up and past performance of the fund should not be taken as indicative of its future performance. The Securities Commission Malaysia has

not reviewed this marketing/promotional material and takes no responsibilities for the contents of this marketing/promotional material and

expressly disclaims all liability, however arising from this marketing/promotional material.

#GrowWithUs
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